
BEST INNOVATION IN HOTEL CONCEPT 



“Elounda Village Resort & 

Spa by Aquila

A true romantic 

heaven”

PRESENTATION



The innovative concept 

Surrounded by crystal-

clear water of the 

Mirabello bay, the 

Elounda Village Resort & 

Spa by Aquila offers an 

isolated sanctuary for 

couples to celebrate 

love and passion



Adult-only hotel –The hotel is completely child free,

Designed for just the two of us – Everything is designed for adults and everything is designed for couples, so double sun loungers as

well as restaurant tables set for two are the norm. SPA treatments and massage rooms, are set for two. Extra-large beds in every room for the comfort

of two.

Relaxing atmosphere – Elounda Village Resort & Spa is all about rest & relaxation. Daytime and evening activities will be low-key and

unobtrusive. Lighting in all F&B outlets as well as all public areas is dimmed so as to create the appropriate ambiance and the soft, mood setting music,

playing at low volumes

Great settings – Surrounded by colorful seaside gardens built on a hilltop overlooking Mirabello bay, key architectural elements have been

utilized to provide guests with separated romantic corners, enhancing the senses of romance and individuality, just footsteps from the beach.

Contemporary style – The hotel sits at the luxury end of this spectrum. Smart, contemporary furnishings, great pools and lavish gardens

embrace guests with feelings. A recent restyling has also been inspired by the classical elegance of exterior Cretan architecture, blend in natural tones

and stone paving

Top dining scenes – Multiple dining options are on offer around the hotel. A Gourmet Main Restaurant sets a new standard for the industry,

while the three onsite A la Carte Restaurants nobly emulate each other, in an on-going effort to present out clientele with mouth-watering culinary

experiences.



Our hotel was a pioneer in adapting the adult’s/couple’s only concept providing 

Guests with a serene environment for more than ten years. 

The decision on adopting this concept was based on our clientele’s profile.



Gaging our clientele’s needs, a qualitative survey was carried out so as to identify,

verify and highlight, Key Satisfaction Drivers, held in value by our holidaymakers.

Via the implementation of a forced entry grid approach, a representative sample

of each nationality was asked to nominate and then rank the most important

satisfaction drivers according to their valued opinion.

The segmentation models completed by our marketing team provided us with a

detailed insight into consumer behaviour and holiday preferences. This project

allowed us to group Guests into ‘clusters’ depending on their primary holiday

expectations. Identifying that the vast majority of couples customers sat within

the ‘Sunseekers’ cluster, seeking tranquility, romance, exceptional culinary

experiences and high-end service, confirmed the ideal match for our clientele

was to implement the adults only concept.



CONCEPTION



Our Architectural and interior decoration

teams were brought onboard to assist in

providing facilities and services in total

alignment with the concept. Renovation of

certain areas of the hotel was carried out

for the implementation of this concept at

different stages.

Rooms and facilities of the hotel were re-

designed and re-decorated to approach

the adult’s only concept. Our Spa center

was enriched with treatments exclusively

designed for couples and tailor made

romantic dining options for two are

offered in secluded locations.



As far as room design is concerned, double sinks were placed in 

bathrooms, all rooms were equipped with high-end, state of the 

art audiovisual equipment, extra-large beds,  seating for two 

inside the room, as well as sunbathing loungers for two in 

exterior area of the room. Specific color schemes were chosen to 

subconsciously assist relaxation and enhance romance.

Public areas were re-designed and equipped with seating and lounges 

for two, restaurant table setups were changed and all restaurants and 

bars were equipped with tables for two.  SPA cabins were designated 

to accommodate two persons in parallel therapies and new 

treatments were introduced in alignment to the concept.

In all of our promoting materials, brochures, videos, posters etc. an 

intimate couples approach has been applied.



Communication 
& implementation



Total cost of the realization of the concept reached 3,7 millions € inclusive of room 

refurbishment, out of which 370,000 were dedicated to F&B outlets, 125,00 to SPA and 

300.000€ were spent on public areas.  

Globally speaking the trend has been blossoming over the last few years with an estimate of 

150-160 properties around the world adopting similar concepts.  



Evaluation



- Revenue

Revenue wise the alignment with clientele’s 

needs and implementation of a tailor made 

product, yielded a higher customer 

satisfaction which in turn brought an 

incensement of sales well above the markets 

norm. 

- Cost control

Implementation as well as operational costs 

have remained within a reasonable range.  

- Occupancy rate

Occupancy rates are way above the local 

market’s average, with occupancy reaching  

sold out status for the majority of the 

season.

- Average daily rate

Average daily rate has shown a steady 

increase as clientele provided a high demand 

for high-end rooms across all seasons.

- Customer loyalty

Customer loyalty increased and Guests were 

provided with a tailor made product best 

suited to their needs. 

- Brand recognition

Brand recognition has been established via 

teaming up with TUI a global wide market 

leader in hospitality 



A daily personal and tailor made contact is realized through our 

guest relations team and the whole of our personnel in order to 

meet our guests’ expectations and wishes and whenever 

possible to overcome them. 

An in house satisfaction evaluation IT system was developed 

combining the use of a custom made app and tablets. Stations 

were placed throughout the hotel to gather guest rates and 

opinions  The online system is monitored in 

daily/weekly/monthly basis with statistics and new research in 

order to maintain the gratification towards this field. Constantly 

evolving, an add on expansion to this system is now being 

developed to link tablet feedback to smart phones via alerts in 

order to instantly notify departmental heads in case of 

undesirable responses.   

Social media scorecards are also monitored closely on daily basis 

and an alert system has been installed in order to gage contents 

and source out negative feedback for further evaluation.

The overall experience of the hotel is also monitored and 

evaluated through certified international TUI Standards after the 

departure of our guests. 


